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The Profit-Boosting Principles
Small-Circle Jujitsu
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the
industry, this popular monthly magazine addresses
the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing
them with information about every style of selfdefense in the world - including techniques and
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strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and
markets over 75 martial arts-oriented books and
videos including many about the works of Bruce Lee,
the best-known marital arts figure in the world.

The Agile Samurai
Esperanza Rising joins the Scholastic Gold line, which
features award-winning and beloved novels. Includes
exclusive bonus content! Esperanza thought she'd
always live a privileged life on her family's ranch in
Mexico. She'd always have fancy dresses, a beautiful
home filled with servants, and Mama, Papa, and
Abuelita to care for her. But a sudden tragedy forces
Esperanza and Mama to flee to California and settle in
a Mexican farm labor camp. Esperanza isn't ready for
the hard work, financial struggles brought on by the
Great Depression, or lack of acceptance she now
faces. When Mama gets sick and a strike for better
working conditions threatens to uproot their new life,
Esperanza must find a way to rise above her difficult
circumstances-because Mama's life, and her own,
depend on it.

Every Waking Moment
"Eddie comes on strong, but behind the attitude
there's an honest, stripped-down, back-to-basics
approach to cooking real food. If you ever wanted to
go from watching cooking shows to actually cooking,
this is where you begin." - Amanda Cohen, author Dirt
Candy: A Cookbook and chef/owner of the famous
NYC vegetarian restaurant of the same name Takeout
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food every night is greatfor leaving you broke,
bloated and praying for a national healthcare plan to
deal with your fat ass self. Eddie McNamara wants to
show you how to stop being a takeout junkie or a
Gordon Ramsay wannabe who spends years learning
complex knife skills you don't need. He also wants to
show you how to pump up the flavor without resorting
to using meat because – really - who needs to eat
more meat? As Eddie puts it, "Any schmuck can put
bacon on something to make it delicious." He wanted
to show people how easy it was to cook delicious
meatless meals for themselves rather than gorging
more fat and salt on a daily basis than you'd see in a
bucket of KFC. He also wanted to show people that
you don’t have to be Warren Buffett to eat well. As he
puts it "Brokesters have cooked filling plant-based
food since long before Mark Bittman moved to
Berkeley in search of a perfectly ripe avocado." That's
how his popular tumblr "Toss Your Own Salad" got
started and now morphed into this awesome meatless
cookbook that will get you to rock out over 100
recipes for dishes like The Green Inferno Salad, Dr.
Devash's Shakshuka, Nihilistic Frittata and Penne
Tikka Masala with an Eddie-curated soundtrack that
spans the musical range from Metallica's "Creeping
Death" to Gene Vincent's "Be-Bop-a-Lula". So, stop
wasting your money. Do it yourself. Let Eddie
McNamara show you how to Toss Your Own Salad.

I Will Teach You to Be Rich, Second
Edition
With extensive, step-by-step photographs and
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instructions, this jiu-jitsu guide is an effective tool for
mastering this ancient martial art. The original
Japanese martial art developed by the elite samurai
class during Japan's feudal era, Jiu-jitsu is the
forerunner of Judo and the precursor of today's
ultimate fighting styles, such as mixed martial arts
(MMA). For centuries, this method of unarmed selfdefense proved so successful in combat that it was
kept secret and taught only to a select few. Based on
the author's study with instructors at the Tokyo police
academy, this book presents all the traditional
techniques of Jujitsu, also known as Jiu-jitsu. These
techniques teach you valuable restraining methods
that force your opponent to submit without abuse by
using pressure points. It shows you tips for search and
seizure, and the almost extinct art of Hojojutsu—how
to tie people up without using any knots. Japan's
Ultimate Martial Art addresses and demonstrates the
full range of Kaisho Goshin Budo Taiho Jitsu Ryu
(Tokyo police self-defense). Learn specific techniques
such as:The use of handsThrowing an opponentThe
use of weapons Designed as a training manual, this
fascinating Jiujitsu book also serves as a remarkable
illustrated guide to the secret art of Japanese samurai
self-defense.

Free Marketing
An introduction to leadership draws on a program
developed for an elementary school to show how to
apply the principles of "The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People" to help everyone, including young
children, identify and use their individual talents.
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Martial Arts Drills
Examines the ethical practices of the professional
wrestling industry, using wrestler Chris Benoit's
murder-suicide case as an example of the industry's
hidden scandals.

Kick Start Your Own Martial Arts School
A step-by-step approach to applying the Japanese
warrior's mind-set to martial training and daily life. It
combines a knowledge of fighting with an exploration
of the culture of the warrior. Morgan carefully guides
the reader from The Way of Training, through The
Way of Honour to The Way of Living, constantly
finding applications both inside and outside martial
arts.

Magic
"While institutional traders continue to implement
quantitative (or algorithmic) trading, many
independent traders have wondered if they can still
challenge powerful industry professionals at their own
game? The answer is "yes," and in Quantitative
Trading, Dr. Ernest Chan, a respected independent
trader and consultant, will show you how. Whether
you're an independent "retail" trader looking to start
your own quantitative trading business or an
individual who aspires to work as a quantitative trader
at a major financial institution, this practical guide
contains the information you need to
succeed"--Resource description page.
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One Hen
The Martial Arts Instructors Desk Reference is a
complete guide to advanced teaching concepts and
martial arts school administration. Author and veteran
martial arts instructor Dr. Sang H. Kim covers a wide
range of essential topics for the professional martial
arts instructor including: - Teaching children with
ADD, behavioral problems and learning disabilities Creating lesson plans and teaching specifi c
curriculum elements - Combating boredom through
hundreds of drills and training ideas - Marketing,
advertising, publicity, staffi ng and customer service Instructor training and evaluation - Tournament
management - Branch school and outreach program
development Based on years of Dr. Kim's research
and experience, this book brings together a wide
range of essential topics for martial arts instructors of
all levels.

The Way of the Dojo
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the
industry, this popular monthly magazine addresses
the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing
them with information about every style of selfdefense in the world - including techniques and
strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and
markets over 75 martial arts-oriented books and
videos including many about the works of Bruce Lee,
the best-known marital arts figure in the world.

Black Belt
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The urge to forge one’s character by fighting, in daily
life as well as on the mat, appeals to something deep
within us. More than a collection of fighting
techniques, martial arts constitute a path to
developing body, spirit, and awareness. On the
Warrior’s Path connects the martial arts with this
larger perspective, merging subtle philosophies with
no-holds-barred competition, Nietzsche with Bruce
Lee, radical Taoism and Buddhism with the Star Wars
Trilogy, traditional martial arts with basketball and
American Indian culture. At the center of all these
phenomena is the warrior. Though this archetype
seems to manifest contradictory values, author
Daniele Bolelli describes the heart of this tension: how
the training of martial technique leads to a
renunciation of violence, and how overcoming fear
leads to a unique freedom. Aimed at students at any
level or tradition of martial arts but also accessible to
the armchair warrior, On the Warrior’s Path brings
fresh insights to why martial arts remains an enduring
and widespread art and discipline. Two new chapters
in this second edition focus on spirituality in the
martial arts and the author’s personal journey in the
field.

The Dark Fights
Printed in full color. Faced with a software project of
epic proportions? Tired of over-committing and underdelivering? Enter the dojo of the agile samurai, where
agile expert Jonathan Rasmusson shows you how to
kick-start, execute, and deliver your agile projects.
Combining cutting-edge tools with classic agile
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practices, The Agile Samurai gives you everything you
need to deliver something of value every week and
make rolling your software into production a nonevent. Get ready to kick some software project butt.
By learning the ways of the agile samurai you will
discover: how to create plans and schedules your
customer and your team can believe in what
characteristics make a good agile team and how to
form your own how to gather requirements in a
fraction of the time using agile user stories what to do
when you discover your schedule is wrong, and how
to look like a pro correcting it how to execute fiercely
by leveraging the power of agile software engineering
practices By the end of this book you will know
everything you need to set up, execute, and
successfully deliver agile projects, and have fun along
the way. If you're a project lead, this book gives you
the tools to set up and lead your agile project from
start to finish. If you are an analyst, programmer,
tester, usability designer, or project manager, this
book gives you the insight and foundation necessary
to become a valuable agile team member. The Agile
Samurai slices away the fluff and theory that make
other books less-than-agile. It's packed with best
practices, war stories, plenty of humor and hands-on
tutorial exercises that will get you doing the right
things, the right way. This book will make a
difference.

Quantitative Trading
"Martial Arts Character Education Lesson Plans for
Children" is a complete 16-Week curriculum for
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teaching character values and life skills in your
martial art school! Written by "Small Dojo Big Profits"
author Mike Massie, it is the exact same character
education program he has used in his own studios for
two decades to maintain sky-high retention rates and
now you can too. If you're tired of seeing your
students come and go because parents under-value
your programs, you must read this book. Find out how
to become a rock star in your town and shoot your
retention through the roof.

Living the Martial Way
THE ULTIMATE TRAINING MANUAL FOR THE ULTIMATE
TEST Since recording his own Thirty Man Kumite in his
first book 'Waking Dragons' Goran has coached many
fighters through DKK karate's toughest test. Fighting
as Fight No. 30 at the end of the line, he also got a
unique insight into the effectiveness of his own
methods. Every Waking Moment goes deep into the
mental, physical and spiritual training required to face
thirty hardened fighters, with chapters on advanced
concepts like Chi, Yin, Yang and Tao, martial
principles and strategy from The Art of War. With a
foreword by Gavin Mulholland and insights from
successful fighters, the lessons of Every Waking
Moment reach far beyond the Thirty Man Kumite to all
aspects of karate and life outside the dojo walls.

The Leader in Me
After watching a karate demo at her school 15 year
old Lucy has a dream to become a black belt and to
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go to nationals. She joins a karate dojo and even with
her visual impairment she rises though the ranks but
a accident puts her dream on hold. There is a solution
but with all solutions comes a price. Lucy's karate
career may come to an end.

Japan's Ultimate Martial Art
In "The Profit-Boosting Principles" author Mike Massie
follows up his previous book "Small Dojo Big Profits"
with essential martial arts business advice that every
martial art school owner needs to know. In it, he
reveals how any struggling martial arts school owner
can increase their profits by 80% or more, without
increasing their overhead. Based on solid, time-tested
business information that the most successful martial
arts school owners have known for years, Mr. Massie
reveals exactly what instructors need to do to stop
struggling and start thriving, even in a down
economy. If you're an honest martial arts school
owner who wants to know how to boost your profits
while keeping your integrity intact, read this book.
Once you do, you'll finally understand how to turn
your struggling school into a thriving and profitable
dojo, the Small Dojo Big Profits way.

Practicing the Way of Jesus
This essential guide gives all the information needed
to operate a thriving martial arts business. The text
covers every stage of the process from starting a
business and attracting students to planning lessons
and building a long-term reputation and financial
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future.

On the Warrior's Path, Second Edition
Inspired by true events, One Hen tells the story of
Kojo, a boy from Ghana who turns a small loan into a
thriving farm and a livelihood for many.

Martial Arts Instructor's Desk Reference
JUDO BOY is an adventure story for boys built around
the ancient traditions of Judo. Rod Mitchell wants to
fight his own battles. After being beaten and
humiliated by the school bully and his gang, Rod is
determined to fight back. Hearing about Judo from his
friend, Mark Takahashi, a Nisei (Japanese-American),
Rod joins the Judo school and is soon deep in a
strange and fascinating new world. To his surprise
Rod learns that Judo is, first of all, a sport with a
strong and inspiring code of sportsmanship. Next he
finds that Judo teaches courtesy, respect, and
discipline as well as technique. Then, and most
difficult of all for the fiery-tempered Rod, he discovers
that the best thing a Judoist can do when a fight is
starting is to walk away. Plenty of action, both on and
off the Judo mat, keep this story of Rod Mitchell's selfdevelopment in Judo exciting. Based on accurate Judo
data, it provides an original and valuable view of a
new world of sport for boys.

Toss Your Own Salad
We tend to think about God in isolation, but Mark
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Scandrette contends that Jesus offers something
more. Here Scandrette draws from his experience as
a spiritual director and leader of an intentional
community, plus the best thinking on kingdom
spirituality, to help your group experience a vibrant
life lived together, in the way of Jesus.

Judo Boy
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the
industry, this popular monthly magazine addresses
the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing
them with information about every style of selfdefense in the world - including techniques and
strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and
markets over 75 martial arts-oriented books and
videos including many about the works of Bruce Lee,
the best-known marital arts figure in the world.

RESTful Web Services
Looking for martial arts drills? The Martial Art Drills ebook has over 300 martial arts drills and games for
individuals, partners and groups for home training or
martial arts classes. Martial Arts Drills is divided into
six categories to make it easy for you to quickly find
the type of drill, game or idea you are looking for:1.
Conditioning: Fun ways to strengthen, stretch and
condition the body2. Basic Movements: New ideas to
take the repetition out of practice including drills for
individuals, partners and groups3. Self-Defense:
Exciting drills to make self-defense practice more
realistic4. Forms: Unique ways to reduce boredom on
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the road to perfection5. Sparring: Exciting tips to
pump up sparring practice6. Mental Training: Unique
suggestions for training the mind with the body

Martial Arts School Staff and Leadership
Team Training
"Finally, a book that brings the art of magic into the
21st century!"—Rick Merrill, 2006 World Champion of
Magic "Every 10 or 20 years a book comes along that
introduces a whole new generation to the art and
craft of magic. This is it!"—Stan Allen, Editor-in-Chief
of Magic Magazine The Book: A book of powerful
secrets. How to master the art of direction. Perfect
the Sid Lorraine force, essential to card tricks.
Harness PATEO to read minds. Learn skills like the
false transfer, palm switch, big-action-covers-thesmall-action, and more. Above all, how to create an
emotional hook so that, in the fleeting moment when
an effect occurs, magic truly happens, revealing the
world to be a place of boundless wonder. Dazzle your
friends. Impress a date like never before. Confound
your kids, or better yet, confound your parents. Magic
shows you how to master over 100 effects that are
simple to learn and guaranteed to astonish. The DVD:
Included with Magic is an entertaining 132-minute
DVD featuring 35 effects performed and taught in
great detail, with particular emphasis on rhythm and
action and the nuances of timing and direction. The
author: Joshua Jay was crowned champion at the
World Magic Seminar in 1998, when he was still a
teenager. He's performed and lectured in over 50
countries, is a headliner at the Magic Castle in
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Hollywood, and writes a monthly column in MAGIC,
the leading magazine for magicians. His website is
www.joshuajay.com.

The Irresistible Offer
The complete system of small-circle jujutsu. Fully
illustrated, this book covers falling, key movements,
resuscitation, all forms of joint locks, throwing
techniques, chokes and self-defense applications.
Wally Jay is a member of Black Belt's Hall of Fame.

Survival Aikido
What No One Tells You About Growing A Martial Art
School! When I started my first martial art school
nearly twenty-five years ago, all I knew about growing
a dojo was that I needed more students. So, I set
about getting more students every way I knew how,
and I kept adding more ways to do that as I went
along. What I discovered over the course of my first
few years in business was that getting students
wasn't all that difficult it was keeping them and
managing growth that was the real challenge. I've
already covered how to start a dojo and get students
in other books and resources. But in this book, I
reveal specific concepts and strategies for growing
your dojo. These are concepts that most martial art
school owners and instructors never hear about.
When you read this book, you'll discover: How to
develop an overarching growth strategy, so you can
grow your dojo in the most efficient manner possible!
What's the best business model for a martial art
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school? In this guide, you'll find out about the most
profitable martial art school business models, so you
can choose the best one for your personal business
goals. Understanding market segments! Find out
exactly who to target and how to target them, so you
get more students through your front door What are
the most profitable markets to go after? Should you
go after kids, adults, the fitness market, the selfdefense market, the after-school and summer camp
market, or something else? You'll find the answers to
these questions and more in the first section of this
book. What are the pros and cons of each market?
Are there advantages and disadvantages to pursuing
specific markets? You'll get the answers to those
questions, so you know what you're getting into when
pursuing a specific market. How do you stand out in a
crowded marketplace? You'll find out how in the
section on brand and image for martial art school
owners. How do you keep students coming to class?
What makes students drop out? How can you prevent
students from quitting? Find out in the section on
keeping students. How do you handle rapid growth in
a martial art school? Where do you put all those
students? Should you get more space when your
classes are full? And how do you teach larger classes?
You'll get the answers to those questions in the
section on efficient scheduling and curriculum design.
As you can see, this book covers quite a lot of
information. I wrote this book to answer questions
that most school owners only find answers to by trial
and error typically when it's too late and the damage
has already been done. Yet, in fifteen years of
coaching school owners these are questions that have
come up over and over again. They're also the same
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challenges I had to deal with in starting and growing
three successful martial art schools in three very
different markets that served three very distinct
clienteles. I wrote this martial arts business manual to
give martial art school owners answers to the difficult
questions facing them when growing a martial art
school. Once you read this guide, you'll have a
knowledge and understanding of advanced principles.
You'll know how to sidestep common hurdles and
pitfalls in growing a school. Find out how to leap
ahead of your competition and grow the dojo you've
always wanted Grab your copy today, and discover
how to grow your dojo!

Black Belt
Target presents a unique approach to business and
life, taking inspiration from the wisdom of the ancient
Japanese martial art of archery - Kyudo. Kyudo has a
particular teaching: Right shooting always results in a
hit . This means that you shouldn t worry about
simply hitting the target; instead, you should calmly
focus your energy and willpower on proper mindset
and form. In doing so, this right-minded shooting will
naturally result in a hit. In the business world, we are
all under the pressure of hitting sales targets,
improving profit margins, increasing efficiency and
maintaining relationships. The philosophy of Kyudo
gives new perspectives and solutions to the struggles
and opportunities that anyone may encounter in their
business and career. Target stands as a relevant
guide to our modern times. The Kyudo aphorisms
have been passed from Japanese masters directly to
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the author, and have been put into practice for
professional and personal situations.

Martial Art School Business Growth
Strategies
How to do practical Aikido that can be used against
multiple attackers when taking tests and when in a
survival situation. The information in this book is
much easier than the normal Aiki jujitsu taught in
Aikido classes. Practicing three times a week you can
be very good at this in a year. Far better than you
normally see. With the basics taught here it is easy to
know how to make the Aiki jujitsu work. These basics
are also the key to effective Aikido Freestyle. Hikuta,
called Kuta here, provides strong basic information on
striking that is seamlessly integrated into the Aikido
throws without gratuitous movements. It turns out
that when you properly learn the basics of Aikido you
also know the advanced aikido. This book deals with
both topics together. Material on weapon use is also
included.

Black Belt
The groundbreaking NEW YORK TIMES and WALL
STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER that taught a
generation how to earn more, save more, and live a
rich life—now in a revised 2nd edition. Buy as many
lattes as you want. Choose the right accounts and
investments so your money grows for
you—automatically. Best of all, spend guilt-free on the
things you love. Personal finance expert Ramit Sethi
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has been called a “wealth wizard” by Forbes and the
“new guru on the block” by Fortune. Now he’s
updated and expanded his modern money classic for
a new age, delivering a simple, powerful, no-BS
6-week program that just works. I Will Teach You to
Be Rich will show you: • How to crush your debt and
student loans faster than you thought possible • How
to set up no-fee, high-interest bank accounts that
won’t gouge you for every penny • How Ramit
automates his finances so his money goes exactly
where he wants it to—and how you can do it too •
How to talk your way out of late fees (with word-forword scripts) • How to save hundreds or even
thousands per month (and still buy what you love) • A
set-it-and-forget-it investment strategy that’s dead
simple and beats financial advisors at their own game
• How to handle buying a car or a house, paying for a
wedding, having kids, and other big expenses—stress
free • The exact words to use to negotiate a big raise
at work Plus, this 10th anniversary edition features
over 80 new pages, including: • New tools • New
insights on money and psychology • Amazing stories
of how previous readers used the book to create their
rich lives Master your money—and then get on with
your life.

The Book of Five Rings
Your customers are going to give you three seconds
to make the sale. Do you know what to say in those
three seconds? The marketing methods of the past
are losing effectiveness as consumers are getting
smarter and smarter and have less and less time.
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What is needed is a new way of doing business-a
method that is simultaneously socially responsible
and far more effective than "old" marketing. This new
way is The Irresistible Offer. "The Irresistible Offer is
the missing link in many marketing books." —Joe
Sugarman, Chairman, BluBlocker Corporation "The
Irresistible Offer reveals secret after proven secret
guaranteed to pump fresh power into your sales
process." —John Du Cane, CEO, Dragon Door
Publications, Inc. "As the world's fastest reader
(Guinness Book certified) I've read just about every
business and marketing book in existence. The
Irresistible Offer by Mark Joyner is, by far, the easiest
and most powerful. If you want to make a profitable
business (any business small or large), The Irresistible
Offer should be your starting point." —Howard Berg,
"The World's Fastest Reader" "I've read every book on
marketing printed in the last 150 years. This is the
first breakthrough in over fifty years." —Dr. Joe Vitale,
author of The Attractor Factor "If I had to choose one
modern marketing genius to learn from, it would be
Mark Joyner. The Irresistible Offer belongs in the
hands of everyone wanting to wildly succeed in
business." —Randy Gilbert, a.k.a. "Dr. Proactive" host
of The Inside Success Show

Small Dojo Big Profits
With Learning JavaScript Design Patterns, you’ll learn
how to write beautiful, structured, and maintainable
JavaScript by applying classical and modern design
patterns to the language. If you want to keep your
code efficient, more manageable, and up-to-date with
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the latest best practices, this book is for you. Explore
many popular design patterns, including Modules,
Observers, Facades, and Mediators. Learn how
modern architectural patterns—such as MVC, MVP,
and MVVM—are useful from the perspective of a
modern web application developer. This book also
walks experienced JavaScript developers through
modern module formats, how to namespace code
effectively, and other essential topics. Learn the
structure of design patterns and how they are written
Understand different pattern categories, including
creational, structural, and behavioral Walk through
more than 20 classical and modern design patterns in
JavaScript Use several options for writing modular
code—including the Module pattern, Asyncronous
Module Definition (AMD), and CommonJS Discover
design patterns implemented in the jQuery library
Learn popular design patterns for writing
maintainable jQuery plug-ins "This book should be in
every JavaScript developer’s hands. It’s the go-to
book on JavaScript patterns that will be read and
referenced many times in the future."—Andrée
Hansson, Lead Front-End Developer, presis!

Ring of Hell
"Every developer working with the Web needs to read
this book." -- David Heinemeier Hansson, creator of
the Rails framework "RESTful Web Services finally
provides a practical roadmap for constructing services
that embrace the Web, instead of trying to route
around it." -- Adam Trachtenberg, PHP author and
EBay Web Services Evangelist You've built web sites
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that can be used by humans. But can you also build
web sites that are usable by machines? That's where
the future lies, and that's what RESTful Web Services
shows you how to do. The World Wide Web is the
most popular distributed application in history, and
Web services and mashups have turned it into a
powerful distributed computing platform. But today's
web service technologies have lost sight of the
simplicity that made the Web successful. They don't
work like the Web, and they're missing out on its
advantages. This book puts the "Web" back into web
services. It shows how you can connect to the
programmable web with the technologies you already
use every day. The key is REST, the architectural style
that drives the Web. This book: Emphasizes the power
of basic Web technologies -- the HTTP application
protocol, the URI naming standard, and the XML
markup language Introduces the Resource-Oriented
Architecture (ROA), a common-sense set of rules for
designing RESTful web services Shows how a RESTful
design is simpler, more versatile, and more scalable
than a design based on Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)
Includes real-world examples of RESTful web services,
like Amazon's Simple Storage Service and the Atom
Publishing Protocol Discusses web service clients for
popular programming languages Shows how to
implement RESTful services in three popular
frameworks -- Ruby on Rails, Restlet (for Java), and
Django (for Python) Focuses on practical issues: how
to design and implement RESTful web services and
clients This is the first book that applies the REST
design philosophy to real web services. It sets down
the best practices you need to make your design a
success, and the techniques you need to turn your
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design into working code. You can harness the power
of the Web for programmable applications: you just
have to work with the Web instead of against it. This
book shows you how.

Learning JavaScript Design Patterns
If our readers, tempted by the Italian proverb about
seeing Naples and then dying, were to ask us what is
the most favourable moment for visiting the
enchanted city, we should advise them to land at the
mole, or at Mergellina, on a fine summer day and at
the hour when some solemn procession is moving out
of the cathedral. Nothing can give an idea of the
profound and simple-hearted emotion of this
populace, which has enough poetry in its soul to
believe in its own happiness.

The Psychology of Trading
Escaping a traumatic childhood, Sasha finds peace,
sanctuary, and purpose in a martial arts dojo whose
sensei teaches her the ways of the samurai warrior.
An accomplished black-belt fighter, she now happily
dwells in the dojo, tucked away from the streets of
Manhattan, until a midnight call sets her on a path
into an underground world. Struggling to pay off a
gambling debt, her brother Danilo is severely injured
in a no-rules club fight run by unscrupulous Russian
Mafiosi. To settle the debt, Sasha volunteers to
perform in one of these “dark fights,” vowing it’s for
one time only. But her beauty, skill, and martial arts
mastery bring her to the attention of powerful men
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who see her as a big meal ticket. Seducing her with
money and drugs, they draw her into their sordid
scheme until she becomes a big and glamorous draw,
enriching herself while enriching her handlers and
leaving behind a pulverized host of vanquished rivals.
But she realizes how addictive the lure of brutality has
become. As the stakes rise, she must become more
and more violent to satisfy her handlers’ bloodlust.
Can she pull out before destroying someone? Can she
pull out before destroying herself? Two fascinating
men offer love and escape. But how true are their
intentions? Genuine feelings and betrayal, violence
and glamour, sex and martial arts all go hand in hand
throughout the book. The Dark Fights introduces you
to an unknown and frightening world and pins you to
the mat until the very last page.

Esperanza Rising (Scholastic Gold)
For over a decade, Small Dojo Big Profits has guided
martial arts instructors through the risky yet highly
rewarding process of starting and running a highly
successful and profitable martial art school.
Eschewing the conventional wisdom that says you
must have a huge school with 300 or more students
to be financially successful, the author instead shows
you how to take on less risk while working smarter
and not harder by running a lean, mean, efficient
martial arts studio operation. Author Mike Massie has
started three successful martial arts studios from
scratch, and has the distinction of opening his first
studio with no start-up capital, zero credit, and in a
town where he was a complete stranger. Yet, he was
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able to go from teaching in part-time locations to
running his own full-time studio in under a year, and
he achieved this while staying in profit from month
one. The process he followed is the same one this
book is based upon, and this updated version of Small
Dojo Big Profits also draws on the author's experience
in starting and growing two more successful studios
during the recent mortgage crisis and economic
recession. A common sense martial arts school startup and business operations manual, this completely
updated version of the classic martial arts business
guide is perfect for anyone who wants to maintain
their integrity while building a successful martial art
school. If you're looking for the best source of
complete information for starting, launching, growing,
and running a martial art school from scratch, this is
it.

Target
Simple, powerful marketing strategies every business
can afford to implement There's never been a better
time to be a marketer or entrepreneur than right now.
Thanks to the Internet, a new world of free and
inexpensive tactics can help get the word out to the
prospects of any business with a limited marketing
budget. Free Marketing delivers more than 100 ideas
to help any small business owner or marketer
generate new revenue—with little or no marketing
budget. With both Internet-based and creative offline
ideas, you'll discover ways to turn your top customers
into your unpaid sales force, get your competitors to
help you promote your new products, and other
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innovative ways to get the word out. Create a
"squeeze page," the most powerful one page website
you'll ever build Use simple YouTube videos to grow
sales Hold an eBay auction for publicity purposes
(author Jim Cockrum made $30,000 and earned tons
of free publicity from just one auction) and more!
Grow a successful business without letting your
marketing budget tell you "No." Jim Cockrum has
proven that the most powerful marketing strategies
are the cheapest.

Martial Arts Character Education Lesson
Plans for Children
Finally A Systematic Approach To Training Staff For
Your Dojo! In Martial Arts School Staff and Leadership
Team Training martial arts business author Mike
Massie reveals how martial art school owners can
quickly and easily hire and train staff and leadership
teams to help them grow their dojos. Based on Mr.
Massie's years of starting and running successful
martial art schools, this completely revised and
updated edition of his staff and leadership team
training manual contains everything you need to hire
and train office and teaching staff. Finally, you'll
understand how to select the right team members,
how to train them properly, how to compensate them
fairly, and how to utilize your staff efficiently to free
up your time so you can focus on growing your
school. If you're an honest martial arts school owner
who wants to know how to attract and keep the best
staff members for your school, this guide will be an
invaluable addition to your martial arts business
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library. Get your copy today and find out how to hire
and train staff, the Small Dojo Big Profits way.

The Little Black Book of Violence
The Way of the Dojo is a comprehensive guide for
anyone looking to own or operate a martial arts
school. It features both traditional as well as cutting
edge information on marketing, hiring employees,
martial arts school valuation, social media, lease
negotiation, school design, and more.

Beating the Odds
"Like financial classics The Latte Factor and The
Richest Man in Babylon, The Money Tree uses a
compelling story with captivating characters to share
its core insight: you are never at the mercy of fortune
as long as you have an appetite for hard work and a
willingness to step outside your comfort zone"--

The Money Tree
"The one, only, and by far the best book synthesizing
psychology and investing. In addition to providing
modern, scientific knowledge about psychology, this
book provides a mirror into the mind and wide
breadth of knowledge of one of the leading
practitioners of brief and effectual cures. Will help to
cure your trading and your life." -Victor Niederhoffer,
Chief Speculator, Manchester Investments Author,
The Education of a Speculator and Practical
Speculation "How refreshing! A book that rises above
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the old NLP model of the 80's and provides insights on
how our relationship with the market is indeed a very
personal one. Not only has Steenbarger provided
some fantastic tools for the trader to transform his
mindset, but he has contributed unique trading ideas
as well. Brilliant!" -Linda Raschke, President,
LBRGroup, Inc. "'Investigate, before you invest' was
for many years the slogan of the New York Stock
Exchange. I always thought a better one would be,
'Investigate YOURSELF, before you invest.' The
Psychology of Trading should help you increase your
annual investment rate of return. Mandatory reading
for anyone intending to earn a livelihood through
trading. " -Yale Hirsch, The Hirsch Organization Inc.,
Editor, The Stock Trader's Almanac "This highly
readable, highly educational, and highly entertaining
book will teach you as much about yourself as about
trading. It's Oliver Sacks meets Mr. Marketextraordinary tales of ordinary professionals and
individuals with investment disorders, and how they
successfully overcame them. It is a must-read both
for private investors who have been shell-shocked in
the bear market and want to learn how to start again,
as well as for pros who seek an extra edge from extra
inner knowledge. Steenbarger's personal voyage into
the mind of the market is destined to become a
classic." -Jon Markman, Managing Editor, CNBC on
MSN Money Author, Online Investing and Swing
Trading "Dr. Steenbarger's fascinating, highly
readable blend of practical insights from his dual
careers as a brilliant psychologist and trader will
benefit every investor; knowing oneself is as
important as knowing the market." -Laurel Kenner,
CNBC.com Columnist, Author, Practical Speculation
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